The main objective of the paper is to introduce the term glocalization from economic as well as from sociological point of view and to describe the concepts of alternative economies. Companies and firms are no longer operating only in their domestic markets, but they are considered as international corporations with customers in all parts of the world. Marketing departments of these companies try to understand conditions and cultural traditions in different regions of the world, otherwise there is no chance for the company to be successful in international and even global level. Localization, as very important part of glocalization, offers us opportunity to think about alternative economic systems and to confront it with globalization. Therefore, alternative economic systems and its two basic types are described theoretically and then, we introduce their practical implementation in social reality. We point out the attention on the examples from the Slovak Republic and highlight the background of origins and problems connected with establishing of these systems. Finally, we summarize the most important facts which result from the comparison of the systems. 
INTRODUCTION
This paper is focused on topic which does not have long history and is not too emphasized -glocalization. Currently, in today's globalized world, this issue is still more and more important and many businesses act according to the main idea of glocalization: think globally, act locally or vice a versa.
Basically, the term glocalization is combination of two words: globalization and localization. The relationship between them is quite important, although many scientists define global and local as opposites. Localization, as very important part of glocalization, offers us opportunity to think about alternative economic systems and to confront it with globalization. Along with global -glocal tendencies, there exist mechanisms that run on the same principles but their basic objective is to activate local human and also material resources. They do not follow principles of market economy but they try to alter it while their basis is non-profit making. The terms LETS and Time Banks are not so known neither among economists nor among public. Nevertheless, this topic becomes more and more important within the strategies of rural development in the European Union in contemporary period. Local communities offer interesting way how to cope with today's difficult age.
The part of the paper dealing with alternative economic systems describes two basic types of those systems and their practical implementation in social reality. We are going to point out the attention on the examples from the Slovak Republic and to highlight the background of origins and problems connected with establishing of these systems. Paper is covering the literature that deals with the topic of glocalization and with alternative economic systems. It is quite difficult to find relevant sources of information and also more current ones about certain issues we are dealing with. When writing the paper, we used mainly method of literature research and analysis of findings about Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS) and Time Banks (TB). The resources consist of various books, online publications and
Glocalization vs. Alternative Economic Systems
As mentioned in the previous part of the paper, the new mixed cultures, called hybrid cultures help us to draw connection between glocalization and alternative economic systems. According to Roland Robertson (1995) , glocalization is characterized by the parallel trends of homogenization and heterogenization. Successful international corporations use global models all over the world and on the other hand, local communities assume these effects in accordance with their local traditions and customs. Although many manifestations of globalization use universal principle as alternative economies, the basic difference is that those global processes have to adapt to local needs in order to be successful. On the other side, the main objective of alternative economies is to mobilize own resources in local community and what is the most important, they are not based on profit. In economic anthropology, opposites are defined in models of so called community and market economy. In practice, economies are combinations of both models, but their equilibrium is changing and the solution is complicated as the cyclic reproduction is an act of mutual action, although the exchange invades social tights and leads to competition and rivalry. Many economic theories are aimed at first or second ending of this continuum, but on the other hand, many ethnographical studies show mixed, complementary and dialectical character of economic practices; and recommend some of methods, where the market economy is embedded to community economy. (Moravčíková 2010 ) Therefore, next part is oriented on the description of two basic models of alternative community economy -LETSystems and Time Banks, which are used all over the world. The description emphasizes the main principles and the differences between them.
What are LETS?
Generally, LETS stands for LOCAL EXCHANGE TRADING SYSTEMS. Following Taris (2003) , "Local Exchange Trading System (LETS) is known a locally initiated, democratically organized, not-for-profit community enterprise which provides a community information service and records transactions of members exchanging goods and services by using the currency of locally created LETS Credits." In this type of local economic system no coins, paper money and tokens are used. It is simply a community which creates its own currency to exchange goods and services without using the national currency. Names of LETS Credits differ from system to system and usually, the name of credits is made out by adding to it a "local flavor". (Pam 2004; Taris 2003 ) Although names of LETS are not the same, all those systems work on similar principles. (Jakubec 2001 ) When talking about LETS, it is very important to mention Michael Linton since he had had used this term for the first time in 1983. Originally from Great Britain, Michael Linton immigrated to Canada where he examined various relations in social and environmental sphere. Later he found out that trading in local community was closely connected to the flow of national currency to local economy. There were not enough money what led to decrease of trade, then to increase rate of unemployment and more and more social problems. Although there were enough commodities and skilled people, the lack of money caused the trade was decreasing. As a result, Linton´s idea of "complementary currency" was established and the Comox Valley LETS in Courtenay, British Columbia was the first community that applied LETS. (Douthwaite 1999) This currency was supposed to help the people to build sustainable community and to eliminate social, environmental and other problems. (Jakubec 2001) What is really important to say is that LETSystem acts only as something additional to national currency, without any intention to replace it. It is not based on any commodity, rather than act as the modern equivalent to normal currency since they allow people to make means of payments by themselves. Put in simply, everyone can imagine that LETS work like a babysitting organization. People involved earn credits by babysitting other member's babies and later spend these credits whenever they need to take care about their child. Usually, LETS are set up by people who dispose of too much time but face to lack of national currency to satisfy their needs. LETS can be applied in many fields, but usually it directs to whatever is available locally. A successful LETS can assure people involved in it with whatever they need, usually with commodities such as food, clothes, housing, transfer and many others. Very specific for these systems is the fact that everything is based on local credits and does not have any connection with national currency. (Douthwaite 1999; Taris 2003) 
What are Time Banks -TB?
Time Banks are new, interesting and exciting way how people can come together into some community where they help not only themselves but to the others, too. We can say, time banking is basically about spending an hour doing something for someone else in your community. These hours are counted in the Time Bank as credits and one hour is equal to one credit. Then, if you deposit your one credit you have possibility to spend it and someone else will spend one hour doing something for you. It is really powerful tool in building relationships within the community, because every participant becomes giver and also the receiver. People are getting to know the best in the others. 2 Basically, the main principle of Time Banking is that people does not accumulate debts, they just accumulate time which they have used. This system is not based on monetary units. Time Banks are all about hours and there is no difference between one hour spent by taking care of baby and one hour spent by building a house. Building of social relationships on the base of time is really equitable besides all the other aspects. It does not matter if someone is rich lawyer or old poor woman. (Poláčková, 2002) There are two types of time banks: community time banks and specialist time banks. Community Time Banks or neighbor-to-neighbor time banks are based on cooperation of participants within the local community. If it is possible, community time banks try to create and support organizations with similar aims although they are not involved in the community. Their main objective is to develop social relationships of mutual aid, where every person has different abilities. The relationships among different generations in community are stronger but the most important is the fact that services differentiation is created. The first case is that of Elderplan, in the Brooklyn area of New York. Specialist Time Banks are based on the same mechanism, but operate within homogeneous groups whose members have similar skills available. This is the case with hospices, schools and other interest groups that tend to utilize the exchange within the group and for a set objective.
Alternative Economic Systems and Their Application in Social Reality
Along with global -glocal tendencies, there exist mechanisms that run on the same principles but their basic objective is to activate local human and also material resources. They do not follow principles of market economy but they try to alter it while their basis is non-profit making. The terms LETS and Time Banks are not so known neither among economists nor among public. Nevertheless, this topic becomes more and more important within the strategies of rural development in the European Union in contemporary period. Local communities offer interesting way how to cope with today's difficult age. Time money offers opportunity also to those people which were rejected by accustomed market and which are having problems because of the current economic system. They also create new moral imperative -never to waste with human abilities. Money in LETS are private and invisible. It is not possible to steal them or to sink them and community still have only as much money as it needs, it means how the members are willing to work. That is also its biggest disadvantage -they cannot be gained without work or by bluffing, stealing and blackmailing.
In the Czech Republic, there had been three LETS operating since 1990s in Prague, Brno, České Budejovice. The one in the capital, Prague, was established under Agency GAIA in 1999. Its currency was called "chechtáky" ("smiling money"). In 2001, it had around 100 member from which 20-30 were active. Following Konečný et al. (2012) , this LETS finished few years ago. Similar is also the end of another LETS in České Budejovice under the name "Letokruh" ("Annual ring") that was established in 2000. After four years of operating, it has more than 50 members that agreed on currency called "žaluď" ("acorn") that was equal to 1 CZK (Czech Crown). 3 The destiny of the last LETS in Brno is the same, even though it was only one where collective meeting were organized. Its maximum number of members was around 40. It was operating since 1999 till 2006. However, after ceasing of all activities of above mentioned LETS, there were few other attempts to begin new LETS (in Litomysl), but its activities finished as well. (Konečný et al., 2012) .
When speaking about Time Banks, it is possible to mention the company Timebanking UK. They are the only one company that provides support and resources to community TB and help them with inspiration, help and practical information. Currently, they gather approximately 300 time banks from all over the UK with different fields of interest. In other terms, it means there are more than 31,000 people involved and around 3,700 organizations. 4 Similar organization exist in the USA under the name Timebanks USA. Located in Washington D.C., it was established in 1995 with goal to affect individuals, families, youth, communities, nature and whole world. 
Zaježka
In Slovakia, approximately 15 km southwest of Zvolen, in the middle of mountains called Javorie, little village Zaježová lies. For centuries, fertile soil was the basic source of subsistence for the inhabitants of this small mountain valley. In the second half of the 20 th century, young people started to leave the area with a vision of a better life in bigger towns. At the beginning of the nineties mostly the elderly remained. Statistically said, from 600 inhabitants, the number decreased to 190 in the year 2000. Zaježová was "discovered" after the year 1989 by people interested in traditional culture who established The School of Folk Culture here. Its objective was mainly to reintroduce the traditional crafts of our predecessors to the youth. "Zaježka" became popular very quickly and hundreds of people visited its many workshops and summer camps. As a result, the young people who like these activities came there for the first time. In that time, they decided to found an organization called Society for Harmonious Living. Main inspiration for those people is the simple, modest and self-sufficient lifestyle, such as their predecessors had in the past. But it is important to say that they are not trying to enforce a return to the way of life of 100 or more years ago. It is just ecological and societal alternative to the system of today´s world in practical life. People, who immigrated to Zaježová and lived there in the mountain settlement, have come there to share values with other people and to live life in real nature. They called themselves "newcomers". Those people have agreed on regular meetings at which they try to discuss everything they have gradually done to create a functioning community. This community should be maximally self-sufficient and should ensure all of the functions which belong to community. The first themes inhabitants were discussing dealt with conception of local economy and external economy (work for the national currency). Newcomers have realized that without functioning system, the other people will not come into uncertainty. In the next meeting they discussed issues about the local economy and about various models of non -monetary mutual exchange. After that (at the end of April 1999) the LETSystem was agreed. On the next meeting the name of unit was agreed. As it is in Zaježová, the unit was called "jež"("hedgehog"). It was derived from hours of work (hour is not subject of inflation), so 1 hour = 10 jež. Social character of this system does not look at the differences in intensity, fastness and physical ability of individuals. They also agreed operating rules, book of accounts (ledger "Ježovník"), method of accounting, etc. At the next meeting in May they signed a social agreement on LETS. But business has practically run from April under certain agreements. Problems were only in establishing the unit. What should be the base of the unit -money or something natural, which is not subject of inflation (e.g. kilogram of carrots is after 20 years still kilogram of carrots). It is difficult for people used to monetary system to valuate things in different base and to use the other concept of counting. Sometimes the trade turnover per week was low, but the situation was gradually improving. The biggest trade recorded was 400 Ježov and it was for manufacturing of windows on Pastiareň. 6 
Time Bank in Rajecké Teplice
In general, the Time Bank system is highly developed in the United States and Great Britain. But also Japan does not have to be ashamed of its successes in this system, where it is used to solve the problem of pensioners. Opposite situation is in Rajecké Teplice. Children create the biggest group of members in the Time Bank, which was officially opened on 2 February 2001 in Rajecké Teplice. It is operating under the protective wings of the Civil Association -Culture. Few years ago, Culture Civil Association -Culture was only the idea of a few enthusiasts who thought that they will change the world if they establish a Civil Association. The association had two basic lines of activities from which the first one are children and youth program, and the second is program to support volunteering in the region. In the first line existed and operated 16 children's groups, 4 children's clubs, a youth club, children's festival "RaRadosti"("HaHapiness"), international school of arts and crafts, and many other activities. In the second line of action, the organization seek to encourage the widest possible range of citizens in volunteer activities, organize training programs, implementing the European Voluntary Service program, preparing conditions for the realization of the people around. Both lines of action are related to the Time Bank system. At a time when there was the most intensive debate whether the children should pay for membership, the Association discovered the system of Time money. It was a small "gift from heaven" that shifted debate into an entirely different plan. It brought into discussion the issue of value of traditional money as well as the issue of cohesion in the community. The Administration Board has found that when it starts to charge for the activities by traditional money, the amount will never be so high to affect the budget and financing of the organization. The most important will be that organization finds people who are willing to work even the organization will have reduced financial means or will suspend their activities. The Board therefore decided that the children will pay for offered activities by the time money. Price for one month was 2 time credits -that means two hours of volunteering for the community. This had also another dimension -children have to pay for activities by their own and nobody is allowed to pay it instead of them.
In September 2001, the system began to be tested in practice. Organization opened the six very small, independent banks. No one knew whether the system will be functional in reality and what it will bring. Banks operate in the individual rings and none of them had more than 15 members. Trade took place within the group and was overseen by their own members -children that also managed it. The system was verified in four of the six groups and the responses were more than positive. In one group also the Bank Board, executor and banker were selected. Based on the experience, the association decided to open a real Time Bank, which began to match children and adults who do not know each other and also the children, who do not attend any of the activities created by the association. During the opening ceremony it was voted that the currency in the first Slovak Time Bank will be called "prašulák" and will be backed by one hour of work. To the date 1 February 2002 -almost one year after the opening ceremony of the bank, it has 119 active members per month with average earn 334 prašulák -it means 334 volunteer hours. The members, except of the exchanging services (which is 115 available from shopping, tutoring different subjects, assistance in home gardens and to services such as "I give good advice") and depositing of prašulák to own accounts, can buy: access to the Internet, work with computer, business shirts, visit of the cinema or a lottery ticket.
CONCLUSION
The basic objective of glocalization is not only to assure stable and integrated world but also to protect local traditions and cultural heritage of communities. The term local economy is really important issue in today's world not only because it helps people involved in these systems but it improves the quality of interpersonal relations, too. Mostly, local economies are provided by informal groups of enthusiasts, neighborhoods or they work within the environmentally and socially oriented non-governmental organizations. They help to activate human potential and solve problems caused by the current economic system. It is not difficult to find differences between various types of LETS and Time Banks. While TB value everyone's time equally (you give one hour and you have one hour to spend), LETS´ members create their own currency and also set its value. The next difference is based on conceptual setup. The exchange between members in LETS is more simple and direct as they are trying to build an alternative economy. In TB, this exchange is not direct, usually is done through coordinator and also, TB are trying to cooperate with external and public organizations. 7 In general, LETSystems are usually used in rural areas and in rural communities, while Time Banks are more common in urban municipalities -in their particular communities, especially within social and health institutions, volunteer organizations and charity.
In Zaježová, many people are trying to carry out ecological and social alternative to today's system in practice. We can talk about the emerging community or community open to new people. In Zaježová arose also probably the first real LETS system in the Slovakia. The next organization we can find in Trnava was tittled "Trnavský spolok gazdovský", running from March 2002. In the capital of Slovakia, Bratislava, there had been two organizations. The first of them -"Svojpomoc"-established in October 2001 and the second one in March 2002 where the LETS was provided by the association "Environmentálna poradňa Studnička o.z.", with the residence in Dlhé diely. There have been also few other ones, such as in Revúca ("Vzájomná pomocnica"), Vráble (family farm "Mašekov Mlyn"), Košice ("BioLets" -based on exchange of bio-food). Most of them are not working anymore, or they are providing just several activities. The problem of LETS in Slovakia could be the fact that only a few people are involved and all of them have some employment, so they have less time for local trading.
Time Bank in Rajecké Teplice is the first of its kind in the world. As the first it involved completely new target group that are children and try to encourage them to develop programs for other children. The biggest benefit of the Time Bank is its ability to engage people regardless of their "market value" to move from passive to active position, as well as to motivate them to help to their environment. The added value of the Time Bank, which may not be obvious at first glance, is to create relationships between strangers, which are very useful in building community and reducing anonymity. The next, pretty new Time Bank in Slovakia is called BartTime and was created two years ago by young, enthusiastic people.
It is very important to say that local alternative economies do not want to replace the official economy; they act as additional forms of economy. It is one of possible ways to activate local human potential and local sources. On the other hand, they support strengthening of the local social ties and networks. Altogether, the future of alternative economic systems in Slovakia is pretty difficult to predict as there are not enough information about such systems and many of them are not working anymore.
